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CLNZ/NZSA RESEARCH GRANTS 2015
In association with Copyright Licensing New Zealand
the Research Grants for 2015 are open, 19 June.
The value of each grant is $5,000. Three are open grants and one is
supported by the Stout Research Centre.
One of the four grants is supported by the Stout Research Centre
at Victoria University in Wellington.
The Stout Research Centre generously offers its facilities
for a period of six weeks during October/November.

In 2014 the Stout Research grant was awarded to
Hannah August and the open research grant to Alison
Wong, Matt Vance and Adam dudding.
CLOSING DATE IS 31 JULY 2015
For application forms and guidelines please go to www.authors.org.nz

or contact the National Office office@nzauthors.org.nz
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CEO Report for Author
JACKIE DENNIS

RAE MCGREGOR

Editor’s Note
Words, Wine, Music. It’s coming up
to our AGM again and this year it is
in wonderful Hawke's Bay. Book your
flights or plan a long weekend around
the 2015 AGM and do it NOW. We
will be gathering in Havelock North
from Friday evening 22 May through
to Sunday 24 May. More details will
follow in the e-news.
This issue has plenty for us all to
think about. We have two strong
articles relating to Pen matters and a
poem of great humility and
tenderness from a prisoner
Aron Atabek.
As we know, it is one thing to write
a book and a completely other thing
to get the book out into the public
domain. Two articles in this edition
give us some good advice. Tina Shaw
talks to some book shops that are
definitely NOT closing their doors
and it is heartening to hear that.
Jackie has outlined some good
initiatives that our organisation is
implementing and so look at these
and see where they could benefit
your writing. While I was in Australia
recently I saw that they have an
Indie Book Award. The winners are
judged by panels of booksellers from
nominated entries and then voted
for by independent bookshops
across Australia which help to
champion unsung books and keep
the printed books alive. Something
for us to consider?
Good writing to you all.

It’s exciting to be rolling out
the Professional Development
Programme with the changes
that we planned last year.
Truth is there are no dramatic
changes, just enhancements
that offer that little bit more
for members. We are grateful
to Creative New Zealand for
supporting us with an Arts
Grant to cover the costs. They
did not go so far as to fund
an Introduction Day for the
mentees or a guaranteed face
to face meeting for mentor and
mentee as we had originally
planned but everything else
received a supportive green
tick. This year our mentors will
have 25 hours mentorship time
rather than 20 to allow for more
reading time and we’re putting
together some booklets so each
can get the best out of the time.
Application for the Mentorship
Programme has now closed –
we received 75 including 8 for
the inaugural graphic novelist
half mentorships.
For those at the early stages
of a manuscript, StartWrite is
now open if you want some
feedback on a chapter, and for
writers who are close to
completing their manuscript
CompleteMS offers full
assessments and opens 3 March.
The website can inform you
further about these subsidised
offerings. The Creative New
Zealand funding allowed us to
increase what we pay our
assessors, mentors and
selection panellists and we’re
pleased to be paying a fair rate
for their expertise – an

important point for a body
that advocates for fair pay.
Nothing like a good
challenge to keep you
motivated and mine is finding
enough money to do
everything we want to do for
you, our members. We have
continued to have success
with our applications for smaller
grants and have picked up
$4,000 in the last couple of
months. $2,000 from Infinity
Foundation contributing to the
printing and distribution cost of
this issue of the Author and
$2,000 from Four Winds
Foundation to contribute to the
cost of your new website. Yes, a
new website in 2015! Claire and
I will be pleased as the back end
of the old one is clunky and
unstable, and the front end is
looking a bit tired. The new
website is going to be much
easier to navigate and will have
improved profile pages for
members, allowing you to have
a public web presence where
you can easily promote
your books.
In order to save costs the
National Council has been
particularly helpful. Two of the
four meetings held this year will
be by conference call saving
quite a few thousand dollars in
travel. Last year, to help us
wrangle down our expenditure
the National Council waived one
meeting fee and their
honorarium. Although the work
is mostly unpaid I know many of
them find it rewarding to
participate in the Governance of
the Society. A big sincere thank
you to Jenny Haworth, Brent
Leslie, Di Menefy, Anna

Mackenzie, Jean Gorman, Gay
Buckingham and Pippa Werry as
well as our President Kyle
Mewburn.
On the advocacy front, this
year started with a submission
to Copyright Licensing NZ
(CLNZ) asking for the return of
the two $35,000 Writers Awards.
Last year a review of their
Cultural Fund resulted in the
establishment of a Contestable
Fund and the Writers Awards
came to an end. The
Contestable Fund ended up
investing in organisations for
marketing and promotional
purposes rather than in writers
to write books of non-fiction.
Our submission raises the point
that the awards were started
because the sampling system
disadvantages writers and we
are advocating for the return of
the awards so that distribution
of CLNZ funds is more equitable
between publishers and writers.
We await the outcome.
Finally, I congratulate Eleanor
Catton, Phillip Mann and
Anthony McCarten who have
been made Honorary Literary
Fellows in this year’s NZ Society
of Authors Waitangi
Day Honours.
With best wishes
Ngã mihi nui

Correction

For in-depth reviews,
comment, opinion, poetry,
letters and a prize-winning
cryptic crossword.

SubScribe today
www.nzbooks.org.nz

Photographs on page 19 of Edition 299 are
incorrectly named. The person with Peter
Simpson in each case is Tara McLeod not
Alan Loney. Thanks to Donald Kerr for
pointing these errors out to us. Alan Loney
deserves credit for initiating the Holloway;
Tara McLeod deserves real credit for
continuing the press on.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Dear Editor
Louise de Varga said in the article on the
Indie Book Festival that “she began to
wonder why it hadn’t been done before.”
Well, Louise, you are wrong about
that; it has been done before – and you
knew that because I told you so when
you wanted to call it ‘inaugural.’
In 2007 when Tauranga Writers, New
Zealand’s longest-running self-help
group for writers, wanted to celebrate
their 40 years of existence with a
Jubilee jamboree, one of the most
successful events we ran was Imprints:
a Bookfair for the Self-Published &
Small Presses.
Christina Cole Catley – late, beloved
and much lamented – was our guest of
honour and beside the book fair, which
had around 2000 visitors throughout the
day, we ran free workshops and
presentations. Does that sound
familiar, Louise?
I, too, hoped it would become an
annual event, and I am definitely
booking Freelance in for your second
go in October this year. I think you did
superbly well, got the feedback you
need to make this now an occasion not
to be missed. Freelance is another
long-stayer – 36 years of writers helping
writers – and now under new
management and undergoing an
overhaul. I am proud and honoured to
be taking Freelance over from
long-term editor Alyson Cresswell, who
deserves a gold star for keeping it going
alone and unfunded for the past
fourteen years.
Louise, you know I will support and
assist you in any way I can, and that I
applaud your efforts last year and next.
We need go-getters like you if New
Zealand writers are to learn how to
become pro-active and professional. I
learned so much from attending, mainly
from the other attendees, and I’m eager
to learn more. I believe you’re taking it
to Wellington in 2016. Don’t forget we
want to host it in 2017 in Tauranga
when lo and behold! Tauranga Writers
will be fifty and celebrating all year long!
But to set the record straight, you
were not first with this idea, and that
doesn’t devalue the work you’ve done in
reviving and expanding it.
Jenny Argante
Editor, Freelance Magazine
The article was written by the editor of
The Author and in conversation with
Louise I think she meant it hadn’t been
done in Auckland so the error is not
Louise de Varga’s, but is all mine.Ed.

PRESIDENT’S REPORT

Restructure, Revise, Strengthen

KYLE MEWBURN

It’s been a busy
few months. So no
waxing lyrical about
my garden or latest
building project and
straight to business.

A

fter much discussion,
debate and broad
consultation, the National
Council presented two
governance models to the
membership. Either option
would, we felt sure, both
streamline the Society’s
decision-making processes
and reduce governance
expenditure, freeing up funds
for new projects.
The survey showed a clear
preference for retaining
regional representatives – 54 to
36. Thanks to all the members
who participated. The final step
of the reform process will be to
ratify a few minor tweaks to a
couple of Constitutional clauses
at the AGM, enabling National
Council to reduce the number
of regions from the current
seven to a more workable five.
The process was, I believe,
useful and rather necessary. It
sparked some intense,
passionate discussions and
highlighted some interesting
misconceptions along the way
– notably the blurred lines
between regions and branches.
So I should note here that
reducing the number of regions
and redrawing regional
boundaries will have no impact
whatsoever on branches.
While the reforms to NZSA
governance have, at times,
been hotly debated, many
equally significant reforms have

gone largely unheralded. Yet it
is these reforms which will
yield the most substantive
benefits in the coming years.
Over the last eighteen
months we have, for example:
– restructured National Office;
– revised and updated
National Council protocols
and operations;
– strengthened financial
transparency and
oversight; and
– implemented significant
changes to our programmes.
The over-arching philosophy
during the last eighteen months
has been to carefully assess
every facet of the organisation.
We have surveyed members
and consulted widely in an
effort to isolate those things we
do well, those we need to
improve, and those we
shouldn’t be doing at all.
Easier said than done.
Across our membership we
have writers at all stages –
everything from full-time
professionals to casual
hobbyists; from traditionally
published to indies or,
increasingly, hybrids operating
somewhere between the two.
There are also many writers
who aren’t NZSA members.
Each may have widely different
expectations and/or reasons for
joining or not joining. With
limited budgets we can’t be
everything to everyone. So it’s
often necessary to prioritise.
Taking an over-reaching and
long-term approach does have
its downside. It takes time. A
lot of time. It also takes a lot of
thought and discussion. First to
isolate, define and prioritise
areas of need. Then, crucially,

‘‘

It sparked some intense,
passionate discussions
and highlighted some
interesting misconceptions
along the way

”
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to determine the best way to
address these needs.
On this note, there have
been two significant
developments recently.
Firstly, we have expanded
the mentorship programme to
include comics/graphic novels.
Next year we hope to include
an illustration mentorship.
Secondly, and perhaps more
significantly, we are ramping up
the PEN side of operations.
Nelson Wattie has done an
exceptional job over many
years guiding New Zealand
PEN as our International PEN
representative. Upon his
retirement late last year, the
decision was made not to try to
replace him. Instead we have
opted to shift focus and raise
our PEN profile. As the climate
of irrational fear escalates,
increasing pressure is being
exerted on our basic rights to
freedom of speech, both here
and across the Pacific. So a
more vocal PEN is both timely
and a much-needed addition to
the fabulous work being done
by Lesley Marshall and her
Writers in Prisons team.
We’re delighted to welcome
Dana Wensley to the team as
PEN spokesperson. You can
read more on page 14. We are
also establishing an on-line
PEN hub to coordinate and
inspire further PEN activities
around the country. If you’d
like to get involved, simply
contact the office.
There are many exciting
projects still in the pipeline. To
help kickstart things National
Council will soon be setting up
working groups around issues
such as raising the profile of
kiwi literature, locally and
internationally; trans-Tasman
co-operation; creating more
opportunities for writers to
make a living; establishing a
Children’s Laureate; and
helping indies find markets. So
if you have any extra time or
enthusiasm to get involved, let
us know.
In the meantime, happy
writing!

AWARDS

Prime Minister’s

AWARD

Congratulations to Jack
Lasenby on receiving
the Prime Minister’s
Award for 2014.

“W

hat does the award mean
to you?” Rae McGregor
asked. The confidence of
recognition? Gratitude? Humility?
I think of those who accept
the cack-handed “honours”
from the queen of a foreign
country, of how often they say
they’re accepting “on behalf of
colleagues, family, whanau.….”
Humbug. At least be honest and
accept it for yourself.
So I’m delighted to accept the
award for myself. It’s a shot in the
arm, and at eighty-three, I need a
few of those.
What does the award mean? A
swollen head, of course, but after
a bump or two against the ceiling,
I’m the same person I was
yesterday and will be tomorrow.
Confidence? So much is in the
removing and re-inserting of a
comma, dithering over word
order, then remembering it’s
always better to rewrite rather
than try to improve a bad
sentence. Lack of confidence can
be a gift; writing depends
on uncertainty.
The award came when I was
selling my dear house in Aro
Street and moving into a flat
where, gawking at windowcleaners abseiling down the
building, I scraped my car. It
made me think of the shiftiness of
words, how watching this one

‘‘
”

....that when the state
uses terror to combat
terrorism, the terrorist
has won.

means another seizes the chance
to do something silly. Meanwhile,
the window cleaners go up and
down, keeping their minds on
the job.
At the awards, we were
photographed under a lime tree
coming into leaf, the air about it
bronze, so different from spring in
the bush with its ten thousand
shades of green. I thought of my
betrayed garden: vegies, roses,
and compost bins, and of the
wind-scoured deck of my new flat,
thirteen storeys, lovely number,
above the town and harbour.
Walter Scott, principal of
Wellington Teachers’ College,
once said: “Take away the wind,
and you would change my
tumultuous city.” From my flat, I
look down on the swaying head of
a poplar, and think of those that
mark tracks and clearings
through the Ureweras, alien
green and gold.
I remember climbing poplars as
a kid, to pinch sparrows’ eggs.
The nests were raggedy masses
of dead grass from paddocks
closed up for hay. Wind swept the
upper branches across the sky as
I clung horizontal, popping the
eggs in my mouth, and began the
difficult climb down – your foot
jams in the acute angle between
branch and trunk. On the ground,
Freddy Faraghar, Rhys Jones,
Malcom Marshall, and my brother
tried to smack my cheeks and
break the eggs before I could spit
them into my hand, tap their ends
on the tangs of barbed wire, blow
them, and string them on
threads of cotton.
Why do I remember this now?
Because writing – like teaching –
depends on an accurate memory
of childhood. The boys are dead
or old, and memory, brittle as
eggshells, blows in a wind
of uncertainty.
At the ceremony, I said three
things occupy me: that electronic
memory dies with the death of
electricity; that in the age of

Jack Lasenby, Ian Wedde,
Jock Phillips

entrepreneurialism, charity
flourishes, but altruism is dead;
that when the state uses terror to
combat terrorism, the terrorist
has won.
The lop-sided irony of the
truisms still occupies me now, as I
work on a couple of YA novels. If I
were a certain sort of journalist,
I’d say it’s “arcane”, or has a

“back-story”, or use some other
vogue term such as “resile”,
“redact”, “segue”, or “suite”, but
I’m a simple writer for children,
trying to keep something alive
that I think good.
What more can I say about the
award? Only to repeat the
obvious. I was born in the flat
Waikato, and spent significant
holidays at Mercury Bay after the
misguided Nineteenth Century
stripped the kauris, the gold, and
the gum, and set about stripping
the sea. Since, we’ve merely
altered the technology of
devastation. And still I love those
places. As I love my third
landscape: the Vast Untrodden
Ureweras. Last week, revisiting
Waikaremoana, I saw my young
self sixty years ago tramping up
the Waikareiti track for my first
night in the bush, heard
long-dead voices, “the faint tock
of a rifle-shot somewhere at the
head of a valley.”
The three landscapes supply
much of the geography for my
writing. I’m lucky to have a story
to tell, grateful to be given the
means of doing it.
Jack Lasenby

CompleteMS
Full Manuscript Assessment
Opens 3 March
This programme provides writers with essential critical
feedback on an advanced work, moving it closer to
publication. Manuscripts should be at 2nd or 3rd
draft stage in any genre – the emphasis being on a
completed work that requires the objective view of an
experienced assessor to provide constructive critiquing
and suggestions for improvement.
A selection panel will choose successful projects that will
be matched with an assessor specialising in that genre.

Deadline for applications is

29 May 2015
For application forms please visit our website
from 23 February

www.authors.org.nz

or email office@nzauthors.org.nz
WITH THE SUPPORT OF CREATIVE NEW ZEALAND
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AWARDS

The ‘Optics’ of Awards
LISA TAYLOR

We live in an age where book
awards are a dime a dozen. Actually,
depending on what you go in for,
inflation may have hiked the price to
several hundred (USD) a dozen.

I

LISA TAYLOR is a
Canadian-Kiwi living
in the Northland
writing YA fiction
and adult non-fiction.
Her first novel won
two awards. The
ebook version of her
second YA mystery
(set in Auckland)
recently won a notterribly-prestigiousbut-not-too-shabby
international
competition based
out of the US. Taylor
expects to be a New
Zealand citizen by
the end of the year.

nternational competitions, which have in
recent years been springing up like ragwort in
a paddock, are the leaders in high-price-tag,
low-value literary recognition. And while some are
legitimate, the numerous ‘guaranteed placement’
vanity awards programmes have damaged the
reputation of all but the most elite.
Thus national book awards and catalogues are
currently of great value to both author and
publisher. That’s why I was disappointed to learn
that two of the three national children’s book
competitions (or lists) are closed to me this year.
I was not merely disappointed, I was surprised.
Other western-world Commonwealth countries
allow residents to apply for their major national
awards (including Governor General’s and Prime
Minister’s awards). Moreover, two years ago, when
my first book was released, there was only one
national awards competition (NZ Post Awards) I
wasn’t eligible to enter. It struck me that the trend
was going in the wrong direction.

NOTABLE BOOKS
So I asked Storylines why they had made the
decision to change their criteria to ‘citizens only’.
The reply I received:
The 2013 awards… were the first of a new
format and the first to require a formal entry
form. Following a review early in 2013, some
changes were made for the 2014 awards,
including issues of eligibility, reflecting the
wishes of the Management Committee at
that time.
Since this didn’t tell me much more than, ‘we
changed it because we wanted to’, I asked if it’s the
same committee sitting today as in 2013. As of the
submission of this article I had not received a reply.
That said, Notable did also leave me with
this assurance:
As entries for the 2015 awards close this
month it is now too late to review and make
any changes to the entry requirements, but
the current Management Committee will
review this clause carefully for 2016.
As someone relatively new to the scene, I enjoyed

familiarising myself with the saga that is the
history (and present) of the NZ Post Awards.
However the information I really wanted – when
did the Post Awards adopt the policy of being
closed to residents of less than five years – was
elusive.
Now, at five years, a permanent resident can
apply for citizenship. Thus, while the NZ Post
Awards are ‘open to permanent residents’ they are
open only to permanent residents who meet this
key citizenship criteria.
However, thinking perhaps some authors had
benefited from the slight distinction, I spent a
couple weeks contacting past Post Awards
recipients*. From this I discovered that not a
single winner – of the handful of naturalised Kiwis
who have won a Post award – was a permanent
resident at the time.
*Note: if I didn’t email you, it was clear from your bio
that you were in nappies, or thereabouts, when your
parents stepped off the plane.

THE OPTICS
There’s a saying in marketing: ‘Let’s consider
the optics of the thing.’ That is: ‘how will this
be perceived?’
In 2013 the administrators of the Booker Prize
changed the eligibility criteria. The award is no
longer restricted to citizens of Commonwealth
nations. Similarly, the ‘Diverse Voices’ list was
announced in the UK this past October. The list
celebrates works exploring cultural diversity, and
those of naturalised UK authors. Clearly, on the
international arts scene, ‘closed’ is not a message
organisations are clamouring to be associated with.
Believe it or not, this article isn’t about me,
personally, languishing for some grapes that are out
of reach (or suffering from ‘short poppy’ syndrome).
It’s about the message being sent to many budding
and flourishing immigrant authors living in New
Zealand. It’s about what we’re saying to great and
soon-to-be great authors who may be considering
moving to New Zealand. It’s also about how the New
Zealand literary community presents itself to the
larger international community of artists.
In other words, it’s about optics.

NZ Society of Authors AGM 2015: Havelock North: 22–24 May
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There’s a saying in marketing:
‘Let’s consider the optics of the
thing.’ That is: ‘how will this
be perceived?’

PUBLIC LENDING RIGHT

Do you know how well
your book is selling?

PUBLIC
Lending Right

Nielsen BookScan reports
can tell you.
BookScan reports are a valuable tool in
tracking your book sales, monitoring the
effects of promotional campaigns,
making
business
decisions,
or with scoping potential for a new title
in a subject area.

KAREN TREBILCOCK

Although ebooks have now been around for
years, the world is still grappling with
whether and how they should be included
in the Public Lending Right (PLR).

For more information please contact:
Anna Hart phone 0800 447 029 or email
anna.hart@nielsen.com or visit our
website www.nielsenbookscan.co.nz

T

he UK passed the Digital Economy Act in 2010 which
allowed ebooks to come under their scheme if they were
loaned “onsite” (at a library) which of course doesn’t happen
(everyone loans them offsite – at home or wherever). As they are
loaned offsite, ebooks come under the European and UK Copyright
Law as “electronic communication to the public” and so remain
outside PLR. The government there has said it is committed to
include remote ebook lending in PLR if changes to the European and
UK Copyright Law can be achieved.
Many European countries so far consider ebook lending to be too
low to bring it into their schemes (they estimate it to be only about
1% to 2%). In Canada they are asking authors to register ebooks for
PLR so they can research “the availability and use of Canadianauthored ebooks in public lending collections during the coming
year”. In Australia, authors are clamouring for their PLR and ELR to
include ebooks.
Here in New Zealand, the government last year instigated a review
of the PLR legislation to, among other things, figure out if there is
enough ebook usage in New Zealand libraries to warrant it coming
under the scheme, and, if there is, how do we do it.
So what is the problem with ebooks? Why is it all so difficult? New
Zealand authors receive PLR for books “in New Zealand libraries”. A
survey carried out every two years on a sample of libraries decides the
number of books to be paid out on. And that’s it – libraries in New
Zealand don’t own ebooks, they don’t hold them on their shelves, they
are not “in the library”. Instead they use a variety of platforms (mainly
Overdrive and Wheelers) to make them available to their borrowers
and they have hundreds of thousands of ebooks available. With
libraries using a myriad of ways to catalogue and provide them,
capturing the information required for PLR is more than
slightly problematic.
So if we do find a way around all that there are further questions.
Should ebooks have the same rate as other books considering they
retail for a lot less? Should they have their own fund or should the
current $2 million fund be increased to include them? Should the
threshold be 50 copies as it is with other books? Should it be on a
holdings basis or would a lending basis be a better way to compensate
writers as libraries can easily and cheaply have large ebook lists which
may hardly be used? And just what is an ebook – how many pages,
words, illustrations does an ebook have to have to be counted?
In other words, New Zealand authors will not be paid for their
ebooks in New Zealand libraries this year or next, but we are working
on the problem so they will in years to come.

StartWrite
CHAPTER AND
SYNOPSIS
ASSESSMENT
Subsidised service
open now
This service assists writers
who have completed
part of a manuscript by
providing them with a
professional overview
of their work.
The service is available to
all New Zealand writers,
and we have 28 StartWrite
Assessments that are
subsidised for NZSA
members.
It offers a 1 – 2 page
assessment of an
extract of work.
Non-competitive
subsidised service
runs all year until
28 have been utilised
To take advantage of this
popular service, contact
KAREN TREBILCOCK

is the Chair of
the New Zealand
Public Lending
Right Advisory
Group

NZ Society of Authors AGM 2015: Havelock North: 22–24 May
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PUBLISHING

Distributing

YOUR BOOK
PAUL CAMERON

What now for the aspiring writer who wants to have their book
published and see their work gracing the shelves of a local bookshop.

A

s a distributor of both New
Zealand and international
books we receive enquiries
and proposals from a
growing number of new
authors keen to see their books gracing
the shelves of the diminishing number
of bricks and mortar bookshops in New
Zealand.
The words, “I have written a book and I
am looking for a distributor” cause equal
amounts of optimism and fear.
Worst case scenario is the one of many
authors who come to see us convinced by
an overseas ‘publisher’ to go ahead and get
thousands of copies printed of a book that
while showing potential the book was
lacking in too many areas to be saleable.
The books are on their way, the author is
out of pocket.
So where does an author wanting to
self-publish start?
The three R’s are the best
recommendation. Research, research,
research.
Gather up facts, data and information to
be more knowledgeable. Anyone
contemplating self-publishing needs to
review every aspect of not just writing but
the total process of the first words on
paper to the final transaction of someone
buying the book in a bookshop.
For the aspiring author a completed and
edited manuscript is the first step on a
perilous journey that makes Bilbo’s quest
look like a walk in the park.
Why did you write it? Who will read it?

Why will people want to read it? And
more importantly will they be prepared
to part with hard earned dollars to
purchase it?
If you have written to make money your
time would have been better invested
stocking shelves at your local
supermarket. Not as satisfying in
quenching those literary urges but far
more profitable.
You only need to look at the demise of
local publishing and the withdrawal of
most of the big international publishers to
realise how difficult it is.
With the announcement from Hachette
that they are no longer publishing local
titles and with the change in strategy from
the likes of HarperCollins, the merger of
Random and Penguin (will they become
Randy Penguin?) it is becoming more and
more difficult for New Zealand writers to
get their books published locally. Sure

‘‘

A competent designer will
ensure that fundamental
mistakes are not made and your
daughter’s drawing, as great as
it may look on the fridge at
home will not be on the cover.

”

there is the option to go to one of the
many off shore companies who offer a
publishing service, however, these are
generally ‘print on demand’ operation and
they will print ten or twenty copies for you
and get it listed on Amazon. They will
charge you plenty for this and you will
watch while it appears on the website and
then observe it as it slowly disappears
without a trace.
The e-book is an option as it removes
the print cost. But for every Fifty Shades
of Grey, that literary masterpiece, there
are millions of titles that vanish with only
family members and close friends ever
reading them. This is the actual number of
e-books available just on Amazon. The real
challenge for those taking the e-book as a
route to market is how you achieve cut
through in what is an incredibly cluttered
arena. And then how do you make any
money if you do manage to get a smidgeon
of notice and sell a reasonable number?
Most e-books on Amazon sell for less than
$9.99. A heck of a lot for less than $2.99
and a large number are free.
There are a huge number of options to
consider with all aspects of
self-publication. You need to speak to the
experts and the experienced, and the
more people you talk to the better the
decisions you will make. Talk to
booksellers as they are the final conduit
between a book and the transaction that
determines the ultimate fate of any title.
We like to be involved in the process as
early as possible to ensure we can provide
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guidance in avoiding the many pitfalls that
await the unwary. This includes early
assessment of the manuscript or concept
and goes right through to providing
estimates as to how many should be
printed and where the best place to print is.
Some of the more critical aspects to
allow the chance for a book to be
successful are: – The Package:
This includes format, hardback or
paperback, landscape or portrait, font size,
paper quality, layout, the retail price and
last but not least the jacket.
The old adage that you cannot judge a
book by its cover may well be true. But
whether a book sells or not is hugely
influenced by its jacket design. Be very
afraid if your cover isn’t as close to perfect
as possible. And you as the writer of your
wonderful book are not the best person to
judge or provide other than minimal input
into what the design should look like. You
leave that in the hands of those whose role
it is to design.
A competent designer will ensure that
fundamental mistakes are not made and
your daughter’s drawing, as great as it may

‘‘

The old adage that you
cannot judge a book by its
cover may well be true. But
whether a book sells or not is
hugely influenced by its
jacket design. Be very afraid
if your cover isn’t as close to
perfect as possible.

”
look on the fridge at home will not be on
the cover.
The cover must not only stand out but
also reach out to the potential reader so
they know exactly who your book is
targeted at. In most cases the jacket
should have a ‘shout line’ explaining

clearly and concisely what the book is.
The retail price of the book needs to be
competitively priced with whatever else is
in the market place.
The greatest challenge is the marketing
and advertising of the finished article.
The most effective advertising is what
you pay for.
Sure a Facebook page and You Tube clip
are a great idea and cost next to nothing
but how do you get anyone to watch it?
The same goes for low or no cost E
marketing. If you’re paying bugger all then
that’s probably how many people you will
reach. Facebook and the like are incredibly
cheap forms of creating a message but they
are also incredibly busy with millions of
messages every minute.
The key is identifying who is going to
purchase your book and then finding the
most cost effective way to reach them with
a memorable ‘call to arms’ to act and buy
your book. It all comes back to that big “R”
word Research along with solid planning –
not easy but it can be done.
Paul Cameron is CEO of Booktrack
www.booktrack.com
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Indie Publishing
And How They Can Access
Readers Using Publicity
LORRAINE STEELE

What an exciting time to be in publishing. Authors are no longer
restricted by publishers’ quotas and rejection slips and are taking
the publishing power into their own hands in increasing numbers.

W

e are seeing some
fabulous books being
published that wouldn’t
have seen the light of
day if their authors
hadn’t been prepared to take the risk
and time to self-publish. While many
authors are happy with a small release
and readership, others have bigger plans
and, in that case, the engagement of a
professional publicist can be advisable.
At Lighthouse PR, we specialise in book
publicity. We have a range of experienced
book publicists working with us and we
love seeing a self published book fly. To
give it its best chance, we ask that the
books we work on meet certain criteria,
including that they are well written and
edited, professionally packaged,
commercially viable with definable selling
points, and have a distribution plan.

SO FIRSTLY, WHAT IS PUBLICITY?
Essentially it’s free editorial coverage on
television, radio, magazines, newspapers
and websites. It is not paid advertising,
and media will only take material that
suits their readership and editorial policy.
The space is sought after and so pitches
have to be short, smart and snappy. If
accepted, this coverage can take the form
of an interview, book review, extract or
promotional giveaway. Editorial coverage
has more credibility than paid advertising.

AND WHAT IS THE ROLE
OF THE PUBLICIST?
If this is the first book you’ve self
published you’re probably amazed by how
many different professions and skill-sets
are involved with packaging and marketing

a book. There’s the editor, proof reader,
designer, social media adviser, distributor,
sales reps, retailer… and of course the
publicist! The publicist is your interface
between you and the media and they will:
• Discuss with you a time frame, strategy
and ask you about your print run and
distribution plan. They’ll also assess
your book’s commercial potential - and
give you a quote for their services.
• Want to hear from you at least one
month prior to your release date.The
more time provided, the more
preparation, the more effective
the campaign.
• Write a Press Release, a document
pitching all the high interest angles to
the media. Given the media are
continually receiving pitches from PR
companies, your Press Release needs to
stand out from the rest, starting with the
catchy headline. Media know their
listenership or viewership well, and will
make quick decisions, so it’s vital your
information is well presented. And note
if you’re writing fiction you will need a
detailed (and colourful, if possible!)
author bio.
• Provide you with a customised reviewer
list to enable you to make the best use of
your allocated review copies. The quantity
of books allocated for review is based on a
number of factors including print run,
distribution plan, genre and budget.
• Dispatch the Press Release to a large
and customised media list at least one
month prior to the release date, for the
purpose of setting up interviews,
reviews and promotion.
• Help with media training if necessary.

We recommend you prepare a list of
key points about your book to have
with you during any interview.
Rehearse answering these in advance
so you can be sure you get your
message across, even if you have an
attack of nerves.
• Provide information about launches,
events and tour plans.
Interest can sometimes flow immediately
upon sending out the press release, but
usually requires follow up phone calls
and emails and sadly, media interest can
never be guaranteed.
Media and book reviewers give
preference to books which are packaged
and edited to a standard comparable
with publishing houses. Some media
have an outright No Reviews policy for
self-published books, though this can
occasionally be overturned if the book is
superb. You have a better chance of
having media look at your book if you
use a publicist they know and trust.
If you are looking at engaging a
publicist, do ask them to look at your
book and give their professional opinion
as to whether they feel they are likely to
get you good coverage. Don’t be
disillusioned if it’s a No. There are
always options you can explore yourself
such as offering your book to media for
promotional giveaways, and contacting
your local media to run a story.
Author-Publicist relationships work
best when they are fully collaborative
and as such, you can expect your
publicist to:
• Run the draft Press Release and all
other promotional materials by you
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‘‘

If this is the first book you’ve
self published you’re probably
amazed by how many different
professions and skill-sets are
involved with packaging and
marketing a book

”

for approval, before sending to media.
• Confirm each interview with you before
agreeing with media.
• Provide you with a regularly updated
Media Itinerary.
• Co-ordination of all interviews (to
ensure no double-ups)
• Request that you honour all the
interviews agreed to and if a problem
arises, give early warning.

COSTS
There are a number of top freelance
professional publicists in New Zealand,
and their costs and working styles will
differ. At Lighthouse PR we are happy to
provide a no-obligation quote for any indie
books which have been professionally
edited and designed.
Best wishes on your self-publishing
journey!
Lorraine Steele
For more information please go to
www.lighthousepr.co.nz or contact
Lorraine@lighthousepr.co.nz.

_Digital newspapers
_Digital magazines
_Book printing
_PhotoBooks
_Resource books
_TransPromo
_Books on demand
_Versioned newsletters
_Learning materials

Books of one

TruePress

Talk to us about wholesale rates
operations@printstop.co.nz

BOOKSHOPS
TINA SHAW

For authors, bookshops are our life blood, whether they are online
or physical – we need our books to be in the marketplace, or they
are simply not going to reach the intended audience.

T

he traditional bricks and mortar
bookshop used to be the main
port of call for readers. But
how relevant is the physical
bookshop these days?
I was saddened when my local
bookshop, Price’s Bookshop of Taupo
closed. It had been a viable business since
1960, but the fourth owner of the shop,
Tracey Liddington, was struggling, and
finally shut up shop.
At the time, Liddington blamed the rise
of cheap online book ordering from such
outfits as the Book Depository for her
business not thriving. We all know that
independents have been struggling, yet
other bookshops in provincial towns seem
to be doing okay – or are they?
Here are some thoughts from three
provincial bookshops I approached …

BEATTIE & FORBES BOOKSELLERS,
NAPIER. OWNER, MEGAN LANDON
It is a tough market out there and we are
unusual in still having five independent
booksellers in the local area, along with
the usual chains. We are meeting demand
for that ‘something a bit different’ and

‘‘

If you are self-publishing, we’d
advise you to have your title
professionally edited and
typeset, choose your cover
carefully, be prepared to promote
it, and understand that we won’t
automatically stock it just
because it is from New Zealand.

”

the advice we can offer. It is, however,
disappointing when the customer takes
that advice and goes to an overseas online
supplier (somebody did it while her friend
was being given advice not long ago!).
We sell a lot of non-fiction and are lucky
to have a number of local authors
in non-fiction (Peter Wells, Keith
Newman), fiction (Charity Norman), and
Continued over
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Youth
Mentor
Programme
2015
OPEN NOW
The youth mentorships
are aimed at
encouraging senior
students in creative
writing. There are 3
places available to
Year 11, 12 and 13
students nationwide.
Each of the successful
students will work
alongside one of New
Zealand’s best-known
authors in a 12.5 hour
mentorship during
Terms 2 and 3.
This is an exciting
opportunity for young
writers to work with an
experienced writing
mentor and hone
their skills.
For more information and
application form contact

office@nzauthors.org.nz
or download form from our website

www.authors.org.nz
Deadline for applications

5pm Tuesday April 2, 2015

WITH THE SUPPORT OF
CREATIVE NEW ZEALAND

From Page 11
tween/teen (Adele Broadbent, Anna
MacKenzie, Mary Ann Scott, Jackie
Rutherford, Deborah Burnside) who we
like to promote. Selling The Luminaries
was fun too.
If you are self-publishing, we’d advise
you to have your title professionally edited
and typeset, choose your cover carefully,
be prepared to promote it, and understand
that we won’t automatically stock it just
because it is from New Zealand.
Some self-published books are very
successful, particularly local histories, and
we have had some success with fiction. We
expect a professional-looking publication
that has been properly edited and laid out.
Just because your family likes it, doesn’t
mean the public will.

PAGE & BLACKMORE, NELSON
OWNER, PETER RIGGS
Business since December has been at
record levels, which is of course very
good, if not a little stressful. New Zealand
books we were selling for Christmas were
mainly non-fiction and a lot of NZ fiction
for January, including the older style:
Grace, Gee, Ihimaera & Shadbolt. But we
are selling newer fiction as well, such as
The Luminaries and Laurence Fearnley.
NZ local histories and biographies also
continue to sell.
One piece of advice we could offer
authors is to talk to the media, talk to
interested groups, such as book clubs, and

‘‘

We sell a huge number of
children’s books and young
people come in to buy the latest
YA titles, and although women
are supposedly the big buyers,
we have almost as many men
who seem to like buying the
book that they didn’t know they
wanted or needed

”

create a ‘buzz’ around your title. Arrange
to have a book signing at your local
bookshop and make sure that the media
know about it.
There is a market for self-published
books and we do our best to accommodate
them. Fiction is always hard to sell unless
there has been a ‘buzz’ around a title, and
you can’t expect a bookshop to keep your
work in a prime selling spot if it is not
selling. There is always a strong interest in
self-published non-fiction, especially
local histories.
We sell a huge number of children’s
books and young people come in to buy
the latest YA titles, and although women
are supposedly the big buyers, we have
almost as many men who seem to like
buying the book that they didn’t know
they wanted or needed.

MCLEODS BOOKSELLERS, ROTORUA
OWNER, DAVID THORP
We’ve just had the most profitable
Christmas of the 32 years I’ve had
McLeods. Non-fiction and children’s books
are selling well. There is a real difference
between NZ children’s books and NZ
fiction. We struggle to sell NZ adult’s
fiction but any new children’s book that
comes out by a Kiwi author is usually a hit
and we order a quantity of it. We also sell a
lot of children’s Maori and bilingual books.
My advice for NZ authors is to write a
book that is good enough to be successful
in the marketplace. This applies in
particular to fiction where the quality of
the writing and editing is so important. It
also helps to get local media coverage to
tie in with the release of the book.
We like to encourage local authors by
stocking their self-published books. There
is a market for them if they are well
presented, and especially if it has local
content. In competing with books that are
being distributed and self-published via
Amazon, independent publishers need to
focus on the quality as a point of
difference, so the book is really attractive
to prospective customers.
Now that there are so few real
bookshops, we are being appreciated as
never before. New customers say how
good it is to see a real bookshop because
they have lost the one in their town
(Taupo being a case in point).
Tina Shaw's latest novel, The Children's Pond,
is longlisted for the Ngaio Marsh Award for Best
Crime Novel.
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Setting up a book tour
DR TRISH NICHOLSON

Self promotion does not come
easily to Kiwi writers raised
on the notion of keeping one’s
head in line with other poppies
in the field. They are more
likely to duck behind a hedge
if an approaching accolade
threatens to single them out.
But a book tour is an excellent
way to attract new readers
while making useful contacts
for the future.
It can also be fun.

M

y recent promotional tour
was in Europe because that is
where my books are published,
and where I had friends to stay with
between engagements, but a successful
series of linked events could be
arranged anywhere.
Whatever the location, a book tour is not
something one can set up entirely alone.
I needed the collaboration of others
to host events, or provide venues and
local publicity. Many booksellers and
interest groups set their programmes
well in advance, and I wanted the tour
to coincide with the release date of
my new titles, so I started looking for
potential hosts eight months before my
planned departure.
I used existing social media contacts
and online directories to identify likely
organisations. As I was promoting my
books on writing, these included writers’
groups, readers’ clubs, libraries,
bookshops, teachers’ organisations, and
local book festivals: all the places where
potential readers might hang out.
Before contacting anyone, I prepared
a brief author bio (100 words), a
description of each activity I could offer,
and synopses of the two books (each
150 words). These were used, later, for
media publicity, as well as to approach
potential partners. And I arranged with
my publishers to supply sufficient copies

of the books for direct sales during
the tour.
Because of distance, I had to forego the
benefits of making any initial contacts in
person, and relied on emails and
occasional telephone calls. The exercise
required more patience than I normally
possess: voluntary groups especially can
be slow to reply. But as people responded,
I gradually built up a programme that
would be workable, keeping overnight
stays to a minimum to contain costs.
Wanting to offer activities that would be
of mutual benefit, I had designed two
writers’ workshops, one on character
development for fiction, and one on
planning a narrative non-fiction book. A
couple of large groups requested author
talks instead, but brief readings and book
signings were part of all the events. Hosts
charged participants for the workshops
and paid me a fee, but for the two
workshops in Amsterdam, I had to accept

‘‘

Wanting to offer activities that
would be of mutual benefit, I
had designed two writers’
workshops, one on character
development for fiction, and
one on planning a narrative
non-fiction book

”

bookings and payments direct through my
website, using a Paypal account.
Fortunately, the complications I dreaded
from this sudden breach of my comfort
zone did not arise.
The duration of a tour depends on
individual circumstances, not to mention
stamina, but as a concentrated effort is
likely to create more word-of-mouth buzz
and media attention, I presented eight
events during five weeks. Scattered in my
wake, business cards and bookmarks
would, I hoped, prolong the affect.
And what to do when the party is
over? At times, touring felt like
surfing a surge wave; there was a
danger of feeling beached once it had
finished and I returned home. To
avoid that, I have extended the
benefits of the tour by writing about
the experience, using social media to
thank the hosts publicly and give
them some publicity, and by sharing
the workshop contents through
articles and photographs on
my website.
Though it required some effort and
I spent a lot of time rattling around on
trains, taking my books on a ‘tiki tour’
was a satisfying and rewarding
experience. I sold an encouraging
number of books – people are more
likely to buy a book if they have met
the author – but it was not only about
selling. From a broader marketing
perspective, its main purpose was to
increase the exposure of my books,
and strengthen my ‘author platform’.

Dr Trish Nicholson’s published work includes short stories, and narrative non-fiction on a
range of subjects, most recently, Inside Stories for Writers and Readers, and Writing Your
Nonfiction Book: the complete guide to becoming an author. Trish lives in the Far North and
posts articles on her website at: http:www.trishnicholsonswordsinthetreehouse.com
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FROM CHARLIE HEBDO TO

COURAGE:
a look at the year ahead.
DANA WENSLY

The beginning of the year was heralded with the deaths of 12
people following a bloody attack on the offices of the French
satirical magazine Charlie Hedbo.The editors and employees
of Charlie Hedbo were not freelance journalists in war-torn
countries. They were people sitting at computer desks near
the tourist mecca of Paris’s Bastille monument,
churning out satire for public consumption.

T

heir deaths remind us we
should never take the right
to freedom of speech for
granted.
Established in 1929, PEN
has for over 85 years, supported and
promoted human rights. Whether its
satirical writers such as those at Charlie
Hebdo, or human rights activists like
Bahraini Nabeel Rajab (imprisoned in
January for six months for insulting public
institutions via twitter); PEN International
seeks to defend the right of writers to
express their ideas, unhindered from fear
of political or religious repression.
Last year at PEN’s International
Assembly three “empty chair’s” were
featured. There is something evocative
about an empty chair. It can symbolize
many things. The solitary life of a writer.
The fact that with the revolution in
publishing, much writing today is never
destined for public consumption.
Or it can symbolize something more
powerful; the plight of the estimated
700-900 writers around the world who are
imprisoned for their work.
The chairs at PEN’s 80th International
Congress last year represented imprisoned
writers whose absence from the
conference was ‘emblematic of challenges
faced by their colleagues.’
Writing is a solitary business.
It is also a dangerous one.
According to Reporters Without
Borders, a total of 720 journalists have

been killed since 2005. Last year alone saw
66 killed, 178 imprisoned, and 119
kidnapped. One need look no further for
visual reminders that the written word is
still powerful than the beheadings by ISIS
of freelance journalists James Foley,
Steven Sotloff, and Japan’s Kenji Goto.
Events on the worldwide stage have been
a catalyst for change. As spokesperson for
PEN NZ I would like to see the organisation
become more proactive, both in
encouraging debate about the right to
freedom of expression, and in promoting
education and debate around what the
right entails. According to PEN
International, freedom of expression must
be widely construed. It rightly sees such
freedom as encompassing not only the right
to have your voice heard, but also the right
to education, and the right to read as well
as write.
In my time as spokesperson I look
forward to working with PEN International

and others in PEN NZ who have
committed so much time to the cause over
the years. My background is in law, and I
have a Ph.D. from King’s College
(London). As such, I will take a great
interest in monitoring NZ legislation for
threats to freedom of speech, and freedom
of expression in NZ.
Conventions such as the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), and
the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights recognize the right to
freedom of expression. Article 19 of UDHR
states; ‘Everyone has the right to freedom
of opinion and expression; this right
includes freedom to hold opinions without
interference and to seek, receive, and
impart information and ideas through any
media and regardless of frontiers.’
What sort of right is this? How do we
exercise it? How do we respond when
freedom of speech / freedom of expression
conflicts with other rights? These are
some of the questions I foresee will be
debated more fiercely in the future.
A project close to my heart is the need
to encourage young people to have a
voice. PEN, through its education policies,
sees writing and reading as an integral
part of citizenship engagement, and I
would like to see PEN NZ increase its
work with young people.
As we look ahead we can expect PEN
NZ to become increasingly active in
promoting and supporting the rights of
writers, both in NZ and overseas.
Initiatives such as the ‘Empty Chair’ event
which took place on ‘Courage Day’ last
year, (during which a poem written
especially for PEN NZ by imprisoned
Kazakh poet, Aron Atabek, was placed on
an empty chair) are powerful ways to raise
media and community awareness of PEN.
It promises to be an exciting year ahead.
Anyone interested in joining PEN to help
with these or other initiatives should
contact PEN NZ.
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PEN MATTERS
LESLEY MARSHALL

Lesley Marshall co-ordinates the Pen letter
writers who bombard officials in support of
persecuted writers. In 2014 they did 46 cases
and they each wrote 3-6 letters to various
officials. Lesley says: “occasionally we write
directly to the prisoners themselves, and even
more rarely we get a response”.

L

ast June we wrote to Aron Atabek in Kazakhstan. He
suffers intense pain due to a 2006 police assault, yet
was refused medical help or even a cane. For long
periods he’s endured extremely harsh conditions, and for one
dreadful month in 2013 his family didn’t even know where
he was.
Northland and Auckland Branch meetings displayed empty
chairs for Atabek and a public poetry event in Whangarei
featured one too. Photographs of these were sent to him so
he’d know that people far away were thinking of him.
Some of our letters finally reached his cell in October, and in
November Jackie Dennis received an email from Atabek’s son:
Dear Mr.L . Marshall, Dear Mr. Simpson and NZSA
I am writing from Kazakhstan on behalf of my father
imprisoned poet Aron Atabek. First of all thank you for your
attention and letters addressed to Aron Atabek in prison.
Recently (in October ) they gave him your letters I am
forwarding you my father’s response with a poem dedicated to
you. Although I am not professional translator, I dared to
translate the poem from Russian.
Along with the text below please find attached: photos of
Shanyrak micro-district from 2006 and the original image of
the shanyrak as a symbol of basement for nomadic
Kazakh dwelling.
Dear Mr. Marshall
Thank you for your letters of solidarity and support. I
received them recently, although according to the stamp they
were delivered to Pavlodar in June 2014. What to do – there is
CENSORSHIP in prison and not every letter can pass through.
Keep in touch with my son – Askar AIDARKHAN. His English
is pretty well, and he will forward your letters to me
translated. Alas, I do not speak English. As you can imagine,
fighting against DICTATORSHIP requires sacrifice. We (I and
six political prisoners in Kazakstan) – we are going along a
sacrificial path to create DEMOCRACY and SOCIAL-JUSTICE
in Kazakhstan. And if New Zealand PEN supports us – that
gives us STRENGTH in STRUGGLE. As a sign of my sincere
gratitude and respect please accept a POEM.

New Zealand ‘Shanyrak’
For Lesley Marshall and PEN New Zealand

There is an empty chair in New Zealand
Kept for me on writers’ congress
That is the God to turn me –
Back to an ‘environment’, to a writer’s place!
Writer is an armchair worm –
Gnawing science tomes,
Only sometimes he affectsHaving published poems and novels.
And Life, seems to be passing by,
Writer – the life’s contemplator,
Yet he is present invisibly,
On the stricken field with us.
Writer, he is the THIRD EYE –
And he sees through distance,
And contemplates the “SHANYRAK’ –
And us, the fighters on the stricken field.
And if in Kazakhstan bulldozer breaks homes
–Family’s asylum, a Holy Hearth,
By doing that they break
New Zealand “SHANYRAK too!
As ‘SHANYRAK’ is not merely a shelter, roof –
In summer heat, in winter cold
‘Shanyrak is a Segner wheel, given from above
A symbol of the Sky, the Sun, the eternal motion!
The world is running Segner wheelFrom the crucifixion till the crucifixion
Christ, he also had been a REVOLUTIONARY –
Social-Justice and Democracy!
Quotation: “And TENGRI sees my soulWith the eyes of the *Anruakh
With the nation’s karmaI am crucified on the ‘SHANYRAK’!
There is an empty chair in New Zealand –
Kept for me on writers’ congress,
Wait, my friends, and I will come back –
Not for an empty place!
Aron ATABEK 12.10.2014
Pavlodar, SI-14, solitary confinement, punishment cell of the PKT, c#36
*Aruakh – Kazakh ‘Ancestor ‘s spirit’.
Original text in Russian is available at:
http://aronatabek.com/lesli-marshallu-pen-klubu-novoj-zelandii.html

If this poem moves you as much as it did me, consider emailing his son or writing directly to Atabek in prison.
Aron EDIGEEV (ATABEK) Uchrezhdenie AII-1,zip-code:140000 Pavlodar City,Tsolkovskogo Street b/n
Or contact his son: Askar AIDARKHAN: askaraidarkhan@gmail.com
Or contact Lesley Marshal l if you would like to join the letter writing team: editline@xtra.co.nz Even one letter a year could make a difference
to some other Atabek out there.
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LILIAN
IDA
SMITH
AWARD

Rick Shera

rjs@lojo.co.nz t @lawgeeknz

Intellectual Property
+ New Media Advice
+ Internet Law

Lowndes Jordan, Barristers + Solicitors, Level 15
PWC Tower, 18 8 Quay Street, Auckland, NZ
p +64 9 309 2500, www.lojo.co.nz

The Lilian Ida Smith
Award is a biennial
award to assist people
aged 35 years or over
to embark upon or
further a literary career
and is for $3,000.
The award is only open
to financial members
of NZSA.
Opens 27 July.
Applicants are required
to submit a CV
containing their writing
history, an outline of
their project, sample
of the work in progress
and evidence of
your age.
Deadline for
applications is
30th October 2015.

For more information and
application form contact

office@nzauthors.org.nz
or download form from
our website from 24 July
www.authors.org.nz
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NZSA/
PETER AND
DIANNE
BEATSON
FELLOWSHIP
2015
With grateful thanks to
Peter Beatson this award
opens 5 June 2015.
It provides the successful
applicant with $7,000 .
Last year’s recipient was
Emma Neale.
Closing date 24 August

For more information
and application
form contact

office@nzauthors.org.nz
or download form from our
website from 24 July

www.authors.org.nz
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Auckland
Museum/
Research
Grant
2015
The New Zealand Society
of Authors in association
with the Auckland
Museum are delighted
to offer three grants
to provide assistance
to writers wishing to
undertake research for a
writing project.

CHOOSE A BOOK

by its Cover
RAE MCGREGOR

You have written the book it has
been drafted re-drafted and drafted
again. An assessor has looked at it
closely and has made comments
and suggestions for improvement.
You are now ready to have the
book published – or not? What
have you done about design for
your book. The look of it can make
it spin off the bookshelves, be
picked up by reviewers or left to
moulder in the back of your garage.

I

cannot stress enough how
important it is to have
the cover of your book
professionally designed. You need
a ‘selling image’. An eye catching
exciting entrance into what will be
a good experience for your reader.
I have seen so many good books
spoiled by the poverty of the cover.
Guy Kawasaki used to work at
Apple, he is a geek guru and already

famous he wrote a book called Enchantment. He
decided to run a competition for the cover
design and of course had thousands to choose
from. The one he finally decided upon was
beautiful. It featured a butterfly on a red
background.
Somewhere along the line he got the feedback
that origami would be a good touch to the title to
honour his Japanese ancestry. The result is the
work of a professional designer and it is a perfect
demonstration of the difference a designer can
make. Whilst the original is a good attractive
design the second has just that something extra.
I have worked with designers in fact I work
with a good designer for this magazine and I am
convinced that they just see the world
differently. The difference between what I come
up with and what they do is miles and
miles apart. Their ideas are always more
exciting, more interesting, and more
likely to sell your book.
So there it is for all of us who are Indie
publishing – we need to create a budget
for our book so that we include
payment for a designer to create
something fabulous for the cover.
After all the work that has been done
writing a book it’s a shame not to give
the work its best dress.

The grants create an
opportunity for three
writers to utilise the
facilities and resources
of the Auckland
Museum Library in the
development of their
manuscript. In 2014
they comprised one
national grant of $3500
and two smaller regional
grants of $1500 for two
Auckland writers.
The national grant is
supplemented by 4 weeks
accommodation
at the Michael King’s
Writers Centre.
Applicants need to be
members of the NZSA or
the Friends of the Museum.
One Auckland Grant is
open to non-members.

Applications open:
Monday 3 August.
Deadline:
5 October.
For application forms and
terms and conditions
please visit

www.authors.org.nz
or email

office@nzauthors.org.nz
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IMPROVED
in translation
BERNARD BROWN

Bernard Brown long-time law teacher and member of
the Auckland Branch has recently published Fearing the
Kynge, verses for Henry VIII, a set of thirteen, unlucky
for some; illustrated by Brian Lovelock.

I

t was the first cheque book I
had seen let alone gained access
to. “The Gryphon, Editorial and
Management” it proclaimed. I, a
spotty law student, aspiring poet,
at Leeds University, had become assistant
editor of the literary mag. The truth was
more prosaic. My post was advertising
manager. So what? I had a foot in
the door – anything to get my verse
published. The editor, doing an M.A., was
not impressed.
“Just get on with the money side
Brownie. That’s you. Literature’s me.”
Weeks later he went off to Sunderland
to get married. “In a hurry” as my Mum
would say. Then an equally hurried
honeymoon. By the grace of blessed
pregnancy I had the editorial chair for
just under a week. And it was paste-upgalleys week. Diabolus ex machine,
room would be made for my three short
precious poems.
A snag. An envelope arrived from Hull,
from its University’s library. Four or five
typed poems. “As promised” the
correspondent scrawled in pencil. Could
go in next year’s I thought (editorially),
and slipped them in the drawer.
So I got into print for the first
glorious time.
When the newly-wed one returned he
was not pleased.
“Those poems in the drawer” he
snapped “They were from the librarian at
Hull, Philip Larkin. Mean anything to
you? No it wouldn’t you damn ignorant
opportunist.”

This Larkin evidently was some holy
cow of northern Eng. Lit. (Why was he
hiding his genius in a library stack at Hull
of all places?) Predictably he complained.
Predictably I got the boot. But I had got
my poems out. Perhaps this Larkin chap
even read them – unsmilingly.
The next time I heard that name was in
1960. The intervening years had seen me
called up for National Service posted to
Singapore (Flying Officer ‘i/c Bomber,
Mahogany’ a wooden desk), granted a
local discharge (recurrent tinnitus) and
into employment as Assistant Lecturer in
law, University of Singapore. Larkin? Well
not a whiff of him till the new Professor
of English arrived. D.J. Enright, prolific
poetiser, member of The Movement along
with Amis, Wain, Davie, Thom Gunn,
Elizabeth Jennings, - and Philip Larkin.
Enright deigned to take a beer with me at
the staff club.
“You’re from Leeds I hear. Ever met my
old friend Philip Larkin from that neck of
the woods – Hull?” Yes, I had – kind of. I
added I’d read some poems of his. Not a lie.
Enright, by now to me “D.J.”
ascertained I was a published poet (the
means was left unexplained). A few days
later he knocked on the door of my flat.
“Bernard, old boy on of my lecturers
tells me you have a poem. Please don’t
take this the wrong way but I have a page
to fill in the University poetry yearbook.
It’s the first issue. Do you have the
poem handy?”
Did I! It was titled “Vigil” about a Malay
trishaw man ‘dedicated to unhorse

power’. I could have recited it in my
sleep. I fetched it and handed it to D.J.
His brow creased.
“Um. Um.” A pause. “I wonder old chap if
you wouldn’t mind my getting this translated
into Bahasar Malay. Give it an ethnic twist,
Eh? And how about an indigenous nom de
plume?” D.J. asked “Like, say Abdul
Rashid?” I concurred. What one does to get
published! It’s the best feeling in the world.
Even the third world.
Singapore University Poetry came out
in January 1961. The new rather fierce
P.A.P, government of the island was in
office. A party acolyte had penned for the
Straits Times a hostile review of the
book – “This fag-end of Empire literary
rot.” With one exception – the poem by
Abdul Rashid. “Is this our genuine
national poet? Let us hear more of this
committed icon.” D.J. phoned me “Best
keep your head down for a couple of
weeks. Happily Term 1 doesn’t start till
February 8.” A pal of his from across the
causeway in Johore Bahru came to collect
me quietly. I spent three weeks concealed
in a rest-house behind a kampong.
In an unrelated incident weeks later
Professor D.J. Enright was arrested
during his inaugural lecture “Robert
Graves and the Decline of Romanticism”.
In a gently ironic intro he had pointed to
the danger of “May-poling” culture to
promote political policy (Singapore’s
desperation to curry favour with Malaysia
meant for instance that every concert had
to have equal representation of language
groups – bar English). Enright was rough
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Pen drawing of
D.J. Enright by
B. Brown

housed by Immigration Police and
dumped, academic regalia and all in a
monsoon ditch outside his house. The
game (some game) was up for what the
local leadership called “Perfidious
Albion”. Not being brave, I took the hint
and the next plane out. Two days later it
landed at Whenuapai international
airport. No one checked my passport. A
ginger man in long white socks shoo’ed
sheep off the landing strip so a DC 3
could plonk down. It was sunny but not
so humid as Singapore. It was Erewhon
without the Butler. Nearly utopia. I’ve
been here ever since.
Almost immediately the University of
Auckland (still called “The College” )
offered me a job. Three weeks to pay day
and no dosh so I slept in a banana-plant
clump on Albert Park alongside Bowen
Avenue. I discovered there, nocturnally a
character called Bunny, of no readily
ascertainable gender, who I gathered was
popular at Easter.
By the light of a street lamp I
continued to scribble poetry. And still do
some 50 years later though I have
candles at home. And I teach criminal
law with apparently more success than
my scribbling. Why is it when you are

tolerably good at one thing you are
psychically driven to expend more effort
at something you don’t do all that well
– like the Irish harp of indoor bowls or
writing verse? A conundrum which will
tax me to the grave. Or, absent D.J.,
the Graves.
Of course a mix’n match might be
possible. One example. Up to 1981 the
NZ Crimes Act took four sections and
337 words to define self-defence. I
remember an occasion when a drunken
lout ran at me with a broken bottle in
Newmarket. If I’d tried to recapitulate
sections 48,49,50 and 51 of the Act
before protecting myself I’d have been a
dog’s dinner (or a bottled obituary).
Actually I hit him with a heavy law tome.
Only days later on a law reform
committee in Wellington I was asked to
help re-define self-defence. I recalled an
aphorism of Justice Oliver Wendel
Holmes of the US Supreme Court in
1920. “Detached reflection cannot be
demanded in the presence of an uplifted
knife.” It was our prompt in 1981 as we
re-engineered the defence (down from
337 words to 29) which became the new
section. And still is with us. That’s how
words close to being poetry can

service the law.
In 2006 I received at the University a
Royal Mail envelope from London. It
contained just one page unsigned. On it
was a boldly printed poem “Vigil:
Singapore 1959: in English and almost
unrecognisable from the original or
originals. It had been translated from
Malay back into English – into elegant
English – by someone with flair for
concision and a mastery of words.
Months later I worked out it had been
sent to me about a week before D.J.
Enright died. I call it my own – in the
same breath as I call my children, who’ve
knocked around a bit and improved in
looks and fortune, my own. “Vigil” is my
special oriental sprog. An occidental
message in a bottle, if you like. None the
worse for that and the nurture of a
skilled translator.
Bernard adds: Dennis Enright was the
most brilliant, and humble academe I
have known. Also the most courageous.
In spite of his treatment in Singapore he
stayed on for 12 years and made a
difference to hundreds of students’ lives.
His book Travels with a Mendicant Ass
tells his story. The Terrible Shears is
one of his best collections of poems.
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PIRATE TALE

that keeps on giving
ADRIAN BLACKBURN

It’s the closest thing to a financial free lunch, the book
that has a continuing after-life. Auckland branch
member ADRIAN BLACKBURN tells how he ended
up with a gift that keeps on giving.

N

ever underestimate the
enduring power of a good
story. That’s the message I take
from the continuing success
I’ve had with my recounting of the saga of
the Radio Hauraki pirates and their good
ship Tiri in the mid to late 1960s.
There’s an element of luck to it, as we
must all acknowledge whenever
something goes well. In my case it was
that in totally interconnected New
Zealand I happened to have spent my
early teenage years in Wellington as a
close neighbour and friend of David
Gapes, who became the pirate
station’s founder.
When David came to Auckland in 1965
with his mad idea I became involved in the
initial planning. And naturally, as a
reporter on the NZ Herald, I then got the
scoop on the story?
Well, not quite. I committed the cardinal
journalistic sin, sitting on a great story for a
full nine months. Finally the rumours about
the plan which were by then floating
around the city saw me pipped by a fellow
Herald scribe. But I have no regrets about
that. I was fully aware that premature
publicity would almost certainly have
allowed the State’s apparatus to quietly
choke the scheme to death.
From then on I had the inside running
for coverage of the many dramatic stories
the pirate project produced over the next
four years.
That basic story, of how a small group of
young, broke people took on the
government and, after a monumental
David and Goliath struggle, won the right

to broadcast from land, is widely known.
But why, almost 50 years on, is this
story still relevant? Yes, the saga of Radio
Hauraki and their ship the Tiri, is an
exciting one. But more, it’s inspirational. It
shows that, even in what to youngsters
today must seem the far distant past,
people of a similar age, with willpower,
stamina and a big dose of bloody
mindedness, managed to fulfil an almost
impossible dream.
So it’s a story I’ve lived with for the last
half century. I wrote a book about it – The
Shoestring Pirates – in the early 1970s
while the story was still fresh in New
Zealanders’ minds.
The publishing director of Hodder and
Stoughton, Neil Robinson, said when I put
the idea to him that it could be time for
what he called “a good Auckland book”.
Among the older generation at that time
the Hauraki story was not really seen as
any more than an exciting tale, a seagoing
saga, of basic interest mostly to the young
people who had shared vicariously in the
pirate radio dream.
I think that was also the way Neil saw the
story. There was no real appreciation of the
part the pirate radio success had played in
what even then l believed was a real sea
change, in more than one sense of the
word, in opening up New Zealand society.
And no, he didn’t offer a big advance.
None in fact. Nor any contract. Just a
handshake. But I’d gone freelancing, had
been looking for a project, and it seemed I
could justify my existence for a while by
taking this one on. I was lucky. I had a
wife who was working.

The book took a year of my life, the first
few months interviewing and researching.
There was a mass of material. The rest of
the year I spent trying to sort all the facts
out, including all the political
manoeuvrings, in order to make it into a
coherent story with narrative drive.
I also had constantly to face up to the
overwhelming fear that such a project
would be far too long and demanding for
someone used to knocking out articles of
a few hundred words or at most a
thousand or two.
I was living out at Kumeu in a farm
cottage at a ridiculously cheap rent.
Admittedly it had only tank water, just a
200-gallon corrugated iron tank. And no
flush toilet. But it was quiet. And when I
got stuck, which was often, I would stop
pounding away on my old portable
typewriter and seek inspiration by going
outside to see what the chooks in the hen
run were up to.
Eventually it was finished. It came to
92,000 words. Neil Robinson of Hodders
said they’d really figured on around 70,000
words. I spent a fortnight subbing it down,
line by line. That took out 20,000 words. It
read much better, and I hadn’t lost a
single fact.
When it went on the market in 1974 the
book sold pretty well. Not like a rugby
book, but it earned enough to have
actually justified my time on it. Even to
my hard-working wife.
And even more gratifying to me, as a
novice book writer, was that quite a few
readers then, and since, have said that
even though they already knew the basic
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‘‘
”

Never underestimate
the enduring power of
a good story

tale when they picked up the book, they’d
found it impossible to put down.
Anyway, that, you might think – and I
certainly did – should have been that. I
kept freelancing for another couple of
years, features for newspapers and
magazines around the country, half a
dozen episodes for a new TV soap opera
for the second television channel.
Eventually I drifted back into staff
journalism for papers and magazines full
time. Freelancing is no way to make a
proper living in New Zealand.
But the Hauraki story wouldn’t go away.
Something about it kept drawing people
in. And having somehow taken on the role
of its chronicler it seemed attached to me
like a limpet.
I signed the first feature film option for it
in 1983. That was to Glenn Wheatley,
manager of Australia’s Little River Band. I
foolishly signed up to a three-year deal,
which meant a long period unable to
market it when Wheatley failed to
go ahead.
A later Aussie approach – “We’re hot to
trot” – went nowhere. But since then
there have been seven or eight more
options taken, mostly from New Zealand
film producers, though also including a
couple more in Australia and three very
promising ones from Los Angeles.
The appeal seemed to be the theme of
freedom embodied in the story, and the
unlikeliness of the Hauraki pirates’
triumph over odds. And of course the
prospect of a wonderful late ‘sixties
soundtrack.
Though one potential investor in the US

didn’t quite get it. ”Oh yes,” he said. “Sex
and drugs and rock and roll on a boat.”
Nobody actually got to make the big
screen movie. Which was a pity. The
occasional dribble of money from option
payments was nice. But three or four per
cent of the operating budget for a $US20
million or so movie that actually got made
would have been a lot nicer.
Nobody, however, found their way into
telling the story well. A few scripts were
written, none satisfactory. One, by a
well-known New Zealand writer, had the
film end before the pirates even got to sea,
covering the next three and a half years
with a brief bit of text on screen.
Meanwhile the cost of licensing original
music from groups like the Beatles and the
Rolling Stones would have been
prohibitive for local or Aussie productions,
not to mention the complications of
filming a sea-based drama. Would-be
producers lost interest. The
options lapsed.
I even did a screenplay myself to try to
show how the material could be handled.
Following that up I had preliminary talks

‘‘
”

...one potential investor in the
US didn’t quite get it. ”Oh yes,”
he said. “Sex and drugs and
rock and roll on a boat.”

with Working Title Films’ Sydney office.
All that did, I think, was spark Working
Title and writer/producer Richard Curtis’s
production of a very disappointing movie
with a fictionalised version of the Radio
Caroline and North Sea pirates’ story.
But interest in the book kept resurfacing.
New and revised editions, in different
formats and with lots more photographs,
emerged at roughly ten-yearly intervals,
and each sold well.
You might I think I’d be heartily sick of it
all by now. But it seems to have a life of its
own. This year two home-grown filmed
versions finally emerged. The first, a
budget feature, highly fictionalised to get
around the reality of my copyrighted
account of the events, was not very good
and did poorly at the box office. A wasted
opportunity.
Meanwhile a feature-length
documentary-drama, Pirates of the
Airwaves, essentially based on my book
and made with the help of almost a million
dollars from NZ on Air’s Platinum Fund,
screened in July on TV1. Naturally, I
received an appropriate payment for
my involvement.
On the back of this fresh interest I’ve
now produced a fourth revised and
updated version of my original book,
re-titled as Radio Pirates: How Hauraki
Rocked the Boat.
And in the belief there are stiill cinematic
(and financial) legs to the story a copy of
the new book and a DVD of the docu-drama
have been airmailed to one of my US
contacts who likewise retains a belief in its
continuing power. I remain hopeful.
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Janet Frame
Memorial Lecture
The Janet Frame Memorial Lecture will be delivered at the Dunedin
Writers and Readers Festival to be held 5 – 10 May. This lecture gives
a ‘state of the nation’ address for literature and writing in New Zealand
and is designed to give the reading public a greater idea of what it is
like to be a writer in New Zealand. The New
Zealand Society of Authors President of Honour,
Daphne de Jong is this year’s speaker. Daphne
will speak about how “literature “ and “genre
fiction” became separated and “romance”
became divided between men’s and women’s
fiction, eventually leading to the term being
used almost exclusively for stories about love
and commitment and the survival of the species.
She will also
Daphne de Jong
address why
women’s popular fiction is so often
denigrated, including the use of the
This lecture gives a
term “chicklit” for anything written by
‘state of the nation’
and supposedly appealing exclusively
address for literature
to women.

‘‘

and writing in
Alexandra Bligh, Chairwoman of the
Dunedin Writers and Readers Festival
New Zealand and
Trust is thrilled that the Janet Frame
is designed to give
Memorial Lecture is part of the
the reading public a
2015 Festival, the first festival since
Dunedin’s designation as a UNESCO
greater idea of what it
City of Literature. The lecture will
is like to be a writer in
be held at the Dunningham Suite,
New Zealand.
Dunedin Central Library at 12 noon
on Thursday 7 May and will be one of
a series of free lunchtime events held
during the week. Du Jong will then
be running a Romance writing workshop throughout the afternoon. All
proceeds will go towards the New Zealand Society of Authors.

”

membership update
NEW MEMBERS: Renee Van de Weert, Indigo Phillips, Maria Hooker,
Maud Meates-Dennis, Carole Allen, Janette Busch, Susan Green, Janet
Elizabeth Knox, Judy Port, Kirsten McKenzie, Pam Panckhurst, Jonathan
G Little, William Batterbury, Kesh Gilmour, Bronwen Evans, John Reps,
Kirstie MacDiarmid, Gerald Shone, Judith Farley, Ann Barrie, Patrick Horan,
Penelope Haines, Fran Byrd, Carine Claudepierre, Cory Mathis, Gerrick
Numan, KD Forsmn, Hilary Unwin, Cybonn Claire Ang, Roisin Kelly, Sam
Anderson, Courtney Davis, David Wyn Williams, Annabelle Grierson, Carrie
Miller, Wendy Kissel, Valmai Redhead, Carin Smeaton, Gus Simonovic, Julia
Moore, Steve McCleary, Libby Evans, Sergio Cornaga, Sally Bollinger, Nadene
Hall, Alexandra Balm, Elizabeth James, Peter Dulgar, Alexandar Altman,
Robin Mansfield, Christabelle Grant, Therese Aitchison, Keitha Smith,
Judy Nieuwendijk, Josephine Fitzgibbon-Tippins, Angela Middleton, Yeon
woo Rackham, Nan Blanchard, Felicity Williams, Kim Chamberlain, Alison
Johnson, Rory Stewart, Brandy Scott. REJOINED: June Bowen, Beverly
Martens, Rae Cameron, Gwendolyn Needham, Faye McIlroy, Michelle Child,
Kelly Ana Morey, Jane Bloomfield, Greg McGee, Ayalla Buchanan, Paul
Bensemann, Nicholas Drake, Michael Green, Kathy White, Jamie Banks,
Robyn Cooper, Jean Rath, Geoffrey Cush, Robin Shepherd, Sheryl Buchanan,
Angela Williams.

Good
news
• Congratulations to Fleur
Beale on receiving the
ONZM in the New Years
Honours List.
• Following the Research
article by Marleene Boyd
in our last editions of
AUTHOR Olivia Stanley
who read the piece wrote
to Marleene asking if she
could work in the Maritime
Museum library on 5
December 2014 as her
Work Experience Day.
She was so enthusiastic
and worked so well
Marleene asked her to
come back. Olivia who was
in Year 10 at Kings Way
School is interested in
history and indexing and
wants to make a career
along those lines.

Mind Body Spirit BOOK AWARDS CALL FOR ENTRIES

Turn inspiring
words into
winning words.
Are you a writer with a holistic view of
the universe? Do your words express
inspiration or enlightenment? If so, we’d
love to hear from you. Published and
unpublished work is recognised in two
separate and prestigious categories:
ASHTON WYLIE
CHARITABLE TRUST
UNPUBLISHED
MANUSCRIPT AWARD
2015
$10,000 single award.
Entries close 31 March 2015.

ASHTON WYLIE
CHARITABLE TRUST
BOOK AWARD 2015
$10,000 single award for
a book published between
1 April 2014 and
31 March 2015.
Entries close 31 May 2015.

For details visit: www.awct.org.nz/bookawards.asp
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• In March 2015 the first
Freelance magazine
under its new
management team – Jenny
Argante as editor-in-chief
and Kaye Lister as
production editor – will be
re-launched in the Bay of
Plenty. “Writers helping
writers” is still their motto
after three decades
of publication.

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

Being a member of the New Zealand Society of Authors gives you access to a wide variety of benefits. Along
with our tried and true membership benefits, we have introduced a range of discounted services that reflect
the needs of writers. A full list of membership benefits is available on our website.
INFORMATION SERVICES
The New Zealand Author,
Fortnightly Enews,
Professional Development
Leaflets available for download
on members
side of website,
Discounted Books,
Members Only Web Pages
REGIONAL BRANCHES AND
HUBS
Our eight branches (Northland,
Auckland, Hamilton, Central
Districts, Wellington, Top of the
South, Canterbury and Otago/
Southland) offer the opportunity
to network with other writers,
attend workshops, take part in
seminars, enjoy social events,
learn aspects of the craft of
writing, enter branch specific
competitions, and participate
in decision-making about the
Society.
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMMES
Mentorship Programme: Open to
writers, and comic book writers
and illustrators
Youth Mentorship Programme
for students in year 11, 12
and 13 (they do not have to be
a members)
CompleteMS: Critical feedback
on an advanced work of poetry,
fiction, short fiction or non-fiction
in order to bring it closer to
publishable standards.
StartWrite: A written assessment
of a chapter sample (up to
6,000 words) and a 2-page
synopsis. There are 28
subsidised assessments.
ADVICE AND ADVOCACY
Members Consultancy Service
– a committee who respond to
contract queries.
Advocacy – Representing
the professional interests of
writers. To this end we actively
lobby government, publishers,
broadcasters and others to
ensure that writers are treated
fairly and adequately rewarded
for the use of their intellectual
property.
Model Contracts – A number of
model contracts are available in
the members area of the website.
AWARDS, GRANTS
RESIDENCIES AND
FELLOWSHIPS
NZSA/CLNZ Research Grants
opens June
Lilian Ida Smith Award – opens

every second year in July
Janet Frame Memorial Award –
opens every second year in July
NZSA/Peter & Dianne Beatson
Fellowship – usually opens August
but this year will open June
NZSA/Auckland Museum Research
Grants – opens September
PROMOTIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES
Members Profiles & Find a
Writer Facility. Members have a
dedicated profile on our website
which can be available to the
general public. Profiles can
include photos, bios and up to two
book-cover images. This will be
improved when our new website
launces later this year
Monthly Chapbook email.
Members can have their latest
book promoted in our monthly
ChapBook free of charge.
This monthly email of new
publications is sent out to NZSA
members, posted to the NZSA
Facebook page, and emailed to
key stakeholders in the literary
community.
Promotion of Events and
Opportunities. Members can
promote opportunities and events
in the Short Takes section of the
fortnightly enews. This is a great
way to promote book launches as
well. Members get one free insert
per event.
Ghostwriters and Writers for hire
service –The opportunity to list
yourself and your skills with our
Ghostwriters and Writers for hire
listings. This list is made available
to those seeking skilled writers to
assist with paid writing projects.
MEMBERS DISCOUNTS
We have negotiated some great
discounts for our members. Let
the service provider know that
you want to take advantage of the
NZSA discount when you access
the service. You will need to
provide your membership number
and card expiry date.
ACCOMMODATION
Michael King Writers Centre
Weekly rate discounted from $195
to $170
WRITING COURSES
Creative Writing Otago 10%
Getting published
NZ Society of Authors (PEN NZ Inc)
TE PuNI kAITuhI o AoTEAroA

SelfPublishing

A writers’ guide
NZ Society of Authors (PEN NZ Inc)
TE PuNI kAITuhI o AoTEAroA

members discount to first time
students who are NZSA members.
Creative Hub 10% discount on
30-week fiction course for NZSA
members.

NZSA members.
Jenny Argante 10% discount for
NZSA members.
Rae McGregror 10% discount
for NZSA members.
WORKSHOPS AND TUTORS
Bronwyn Elsmore 10% discount
for NZSA members.

EDITORS, PROOFREADERS,
DIGITAL CONVERSION
SERVICES, BOOK DESIGNERS
Astute Editing & Proofreading 20%
discount for NZSA members. New!
Mary Egan Publishing Free eBook
production (valued at $500) with
every full production package
(Internal design, cover design
and page layout) through Mary
Egan Publishing. Only for NZSA
members. Can include up to 24
black and white photographs, no
tables or diagrams.
Meerkat Editing Services
$50 discount for editing and
proofreading services to NZSA
members.
Jo Murphy The service of editing
and making suggestions free (for
the first short tranche of their
work) for NZSA members.
Get it right editing services 15%
discount on any work for NZSA
members. As Debbie is in Australia
the best method of contact is via
email.
Blue Leaf Book Scanning 20%
discount for NZSA members. This
discount will be in the form of a
coupon code. Email for details.
DataNZ (digital conversion service)
10% for NZSA members.
Rosa Mira Books Is happy to offer
30 minutes of introductory time,
whether to talk on Skype about a
project, or to read and comment
on a page of text, for example an
opening page.
Ebooks by Design 5% discount for
NZSA members. Also provides a
free no obligation sample of book
in both major ebook formats (mobi
and epub) so that client can see
how their book will look and check
out the standard of conversion
they can expect.
Frog Pool Typing 20% discount for
NZSA members.

Melinda Szymanik 25%
discount on workshops for NZSA
members. 90-minute workshops
are discounted to $225 for NZSA
members (up to 15 participants).
A 60-minute talk is discounted
to $150 (plus travel) for NZSA
members. ww.melindaszymanik.
blogspot.com

ASSESSMENTS
Norman Bilbrough 10% discount
for NZSA members.
Frances Cherry 10% discount for

NELSON
Page & Blackmore Booksellers
10% discount

Marketing
Your Book

Writers and Tax

Some questions answered

NZ Society of Authors (PEN NZ Inc)
TE PuNI kAITuhI o AoTEAroA

NZ Society of Authors (PEN NZ Inc)
TE PuNI kAITuhI o AoTEAroA

Kathryn Burnett 15%
discount to NZSA members
on Screenwriting and Ideation
Workshops. NB: this offer is only
available for workshops where
Kathryn is in charge of the admin.
www.kathryn-burnett.com
DISCOUNTING BOOKSTORES
& STATIONERY STORES
NATIONAL
Paper Plus 10% discount (at
participating Paper Plus stores)
WHANGAREI
Market Books 10% discount
AUCKLAND
Time Out Bookstore 10%
discount
Unity Books 10% discount
Pathfinder Bookshop 10%
discount (online only)
Women's Bookshop 10%
discount
Hard to Find Books 10% discount
HAMILTON
Poppies Bookshop 10% discount
NAPIER
Beattie & Forbes Booksellers
10% discount
MASTERTON
Hedley's Booksellers 10%
discount
WELLINGTON
Unity Books 10% discount
Vic Books (Kelburn Campus)
10% discount
Vicbooks (Pipitea Campus) 10%
discount

CHRISTCHURCH
University Bookshop Ilam 10%
discount
Piccadilly Bookshop 10% discount
DUNEDIN
University of Otago Bookshop
10% discount
Arty Bees Books 10% discount
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CLASSIFIEDS
No responsibility can be accepted by NZ Author for claims made in
these advertisements. Casual rates for up to 30 words $45 +GST
or $30 +GST for multiple bookings of 4 or more. Up to 70 words
$80 +GST or $55 for multiple bookings of 4 or more. Payment with
booking. Deadlines for 2015 May 20, Aug 12, Nov 18.
NORMAN BILBROUGH
MANUSCRIPT ASSESSMENTS
Experienced writer, teacher
and assessor of fiction (adult,
teenage and children’s) and
nonfiction. For brochure contact:
2/144 Mairangi Rd., Wilton,
Wellington. ph: 04 4726824
norman@msassess.com or:
http://www.msassess.com/
Member NZAMA
FRESH WORDS DAILY Rae
McGregor MA: Author and
experienced creative writing
tutor. Assessments for fiction
and non-fiction. For a brochure:
Apartment 307, 8 Sydenham
Road, Mt Eden 1024, Auckland
(09) 578 0125 or email
mcgregors@xtra.co.nz Member
NZAMA
GET PUBLISHED with Writes
Hill Press. Writer Julia Millen
and editor/designer Lynn Peck
offer professional publishing
services. Contact: (04) 476
7370, www.writeshillpress.
co.nz, you can also find us on
Facebook.
GEOFF WALKER PUBLISHING
CONSULTANT Highly
experienced former Penguin
NZ publisher. I offer editing,
manuscript assessment,
publishing consultancy,
self-publishing/e-book options.
Fiction and non-fiction.
Member NZAMA. Contact:
geoffwbooks@gmail.com.
MANUSCRIPT ASSESSMENTS
– SUE REIDY. Very experienced
assessor of adult fiction and
YA (teenage) fiction. Published
author of four works of fiction
(three books internationally
published). Contact suereidy@
gmail.com (09) 378 8883
DIGITAL-FIRST PUBLISHING
FOR PRINT AND EBOOKS
From manuscript or finished
book, publish and market books
and ebooks online. Full-service
publishing support from Martin
Taylor, NZ's foremost digital
publishing expert. martin@
digitalpublishing101.com
FREELANCE EDITOR Over
30 years’ experience: general
fiction, short stories, thrillers,
romances, historicals, sci-fi,
plays, family histories, theses,
government documents.
References. Lesley Marshall,
Editline, 20 Beverley Cres.,
RD9, Whangarei 0179 Ph (09)
434-6814, editline@xtra.co.nz.

Member NZAMA.
PROOFREADING Let me check
your work before you release it
to the world. www.proofreader.
kiwi.nz
SUE COPSEY, development
and copy editing. 20+ yrs in
publishing: 4 yrs senior editor
at Dorling Kindersley UK, 15
project manager for Pearson NZ.
Rates tailored to indie budgets.
www.suecopsey.com
RESEARCHER WANTED.
Preferably Wellington based.
Initially involves search missing
people and some lateral
thinking. For biographical
project. Contact godwits@xtra.
co.nz (04) 473 1816

WRITERS’ RETREATS
MICHAEL KING WRITERS’
CENTRE Devonport, Auckland
– Accommodation for writers.
Bedroom with private bathroom
and desk. Broadband. Suitable
as a quiet place to work or as a
base for research in Auckland.
Shared living areas, usually with
one other writer in residence.
$195 per week ($170 for
NZSA members), incl GST. One
week minimum. Lounge may
be available for small literary
events. Apply to manager@
writerscentre.org.nz or phone
09 445 8451.

MISCELLANEOUS
DRAMA ASSESSMENTS write
to Playmarket, Box 9767,
Wellington, or email info@
playmarket.org.nz. The fee for
assessments is $190.
PUBLIC LENDING RIGHT
FOR NEW ZEALAND
AUTHORS 2015.
An annual $2,000,000 fund
which is distributed to resident
New Zealand authors who
have met the criteria set out
in the regulations. The closing
date for registrations is 30
April 2015. Registration forms
and further information at:
http://natlib.govt.nz/publishersand-authors/public-lendingright-for-new-zealand-authors
Send registrations and
queries to:
Public Lending Right for New
Zealand Authors Coordinator
PO Box 1467
Wellington 6140
Email PLR@dia.govt.nz
Phone (04)4704528

THE NEW ZEALAND SOCIETY OF AUTHORS
(PEN NEW ZEALAND INC) TE PUNI KAITUHI O AOTEAROA

NZSA is an association of more than 1400 writers working together to improve
conditions for New Zealand writers. NZSA also works on behalf of writers
everywhere whose freedom of expression is endangered.
PRESIDENT OF HONOUR:

Daphne de Jong
PRESIDENT:

Kyle Mewburn
NORTHLAND BRANCH

NATIONAL COUNCIL DELEGATE

joint with Philippa Werry
Meetings are at Thistle Inn,
Mulgrave Street, Wellington.
TOP OF THE SOUTH BRANCH
NATIONAL COUNCIL DELEGATE

Diana Menefy

Jean Gorman
jean_gorman@ihug.co.nz

Maureen Sudlow sudrm@xtra.oc.nz

BRANCH CHAIR

BRANCH CHAIR
SECRETARY

Phyll Holroyd
phyll.margaret@gmail.com
Branch meets on the 3rd Saturday of
every month, except for January.
Meeting venues change monthly so
please contact the chairperson or
secretary to find the next location.
AUCKLAND BRANCH

NATIONAL COUNCIL DELEGATE

Brent Leslie

BRANCH CHAIR

Kirsten Warner
SECRETARY:

Thomas Lodge
thlodge@yahoo.co.uk
Branch meets: 1st Friday of the
month. 6.15pm at Room WT1211,
12th Floor, AUT Tower, cnr Rutland
and Wakefield Streets, Auckland.

Chrissie Ward
cj.ward@xtra.co.nz
SECRETARY

Jean Gorman
jean_gorman@ihug.oc.nz
The branch committee meets monthly
in Nelson or Blenheim, and regular
events are held in Nelson,
Marlborough and Golden Bay.
CANTERBURY BRANCH

NATIONAL COUNCIL DELEGATE

Jenny Haworth
jjhaworth@xtra.co.nz
BRANCH CHAIR

Kathleen Gallagher
doygalpress@yahoo.com
SECRETARY

NATIONAL COUNCIL DELEGATE

Bronwen Jones
bronwenj@xtra.co.nz
Branch meets monthly. Contact
Jenny Haworth for dates and times.

BRANCH CHAIR

OTAGO/SOUTHLAND BRANCH

HAMILTON BRANCH
Brent Leslie

Peter Dornauf
peterandclare@xtra.co.nz

NATIONAL COUNCIL DELEGATE

Huia Naera
huianaera@gmail.com
Branch meets on the 3rd Sunday of
each month 1.30pm at the Onyx
Cafe, 70 Alpha Street, Cambridge.

Jackie Ballantyne jgb2@xtra.co.nz

SECRETARY

CENTRAL DISTRICTS BRANCH
NATIONAL COUNCIL DELEGATE

Anna Mackenzie
BRANCH CHAIR

John Ross
j.c.ross@massey.ac.nz
SECRETARY

Anne Henderson
ahenderson8@clear.net.nz
Branch meets four times a year,
usually on Sunday pm.
Visitors welcome.
BAY OF PLENTY BRANCH
Bay of Plenty branch is in recess
until the next AGM. Members can
still meet informally. If there are any
activities you want to promote please
communicate with National Office
office@nzauthors.org.nz.
WELLINGTON BRANCH

NATIONAL COUNCIL DELEGATE

Philippa Werry werry@paradise.net.nz
BRANCH CHAIR

Catherine Robertson
SECRETARY

Vivienne Ball
viviennemayball@gmail.com

Gay Buckingham
BRANCH CHAIR
SECRETARY

Jackie Ballantyne
jgb2@xtra.co.nz
Branch meets on first Monday of
the month.
FOR DETAILS OF BRANCH MEETINGS
CONTACT THE BRANCH SECRETARY
CONSULTANCY SERVICE

Contact the National Office
director@nzauthors.org.nz
REPRESENTATIVES
PEN INTERNATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE

Dana Wensley Ph.D

WIP CO-ORDINATOR

Lesley Marshall

COPYRIGHT LICENSING
NEW ZEALAND

Vanda Symon and Tony Simpson
We also have representatives on the
Copyright Council, the Book Council
International Writers Committee,
the NZ Book Awards Trust Board,
the Book Week Trust Board, the
PLR Advisory Group, the Whitireia
Polytechnic Advisory Committee,
the Burns Fellowship Selection
Committee and the NorthTech
Advisory Council.

